Toll Processing
As the largest independent Steel Toll Processor in the UK we are
committed to offering an established and innovative processing service
to the steel community. With an annual capacity of over 500,000 tonnes,
our ability to offer a premium service to our customers is unrivalled and
is reflected in our commitment to customer service and quality. Our
centrally located warehouse boasts over 200,000 square feet of space
and is within reach of all major motorways and transport networks. Our
excellent processing facilities include 3 Slitting lines, 2 Decoiling lines, a
Coil Pickling line and the UK’s only Coil Recovery Line and reaffirms our
position as the complete ‘one stop steel shop’.

Online Stock
Management
Our online stock management system is the first of its kind for the
industry. It allows customers to log into their Servosteel account
and monitor all their stock.
The service provides a comprehensive list of reports to view all your
stock and financial transactions with Servosteel and provides the ability
for each individual user to create a personalised view of the information
that is important to them.
Customers can also use our service to view and obtain copies of
coil details, processing orders, material inspection reports, vehicle
transactions, despatch documents, invoices and statements.
Servosteel online operates in real time, providing customers with the
information needed at exactly the time required.

Steel Sales
Whatever your needs, Servosteel is able to offer a wide range of stripmill
products for the UK market. Whilst continuing to work closely with our
tolling customers to add further value to their supply chain, our aim is
to complement our extensive processing facilities by developing long
term partnerships with a number of key strategic accounts. Supporting
bespoke market sectors, the excellent supply routes we have established
coupled with a wealth of industry experience ensure a professional and
structured sales approach is offered every time.

System features:
View stock
Track the progress of orders

Product Portfolio

Track vehicle details including
when they are on site
Comprehensive list of reports
Full access to documents
such as orders, despatch
notes and invoices

Multiple accounts per
company with varying levels
of access and visibility
Personalise the information to
each individual users needs
All information is live and
up to date ensuring that the
information you require is
readily available

Our Processes
Coil Pickling

For more information, please visit: www.servosteel.com/pickling

Servosteel are proud to house the only independently owned coilto-coil acid pickling line in the UK. The ability to procure HR dry coil
and offer the flexibility to convert thereafter is a huge draw for our
customers. Amendments to customer schedules can be addressed
promptly with our short lead times. Furthermore we are happy to
partner you during the procurement process to ensure that all your
needs are identified and met.

Decoiling

For more information, please visit: www.servosteel.com/decoiling

Servosteel houses two modern decoiling lines, a BRONX and a SEKO.
Incorporating the latest in control technology, we work to the highest
levels of consistency and accuracy to ensure we meet today’s quality
demands. Processing material through to 12.5mm, with the option of
a cut and load service, we aim for the best possible product to meet
exacting customer demands.

Slitting

For more information, please visit: www.servosteel.com/slitting

Our three slitting lines incorporate innovative features and automation
resulting in slitting of the highest standard and accuracy. Maximum
efficiency and productivity are achieved through a combination of
high level operator skill, industry experience and excellent warehouse
logistics. We have the ability to slit material ranging from 0.28mm to
6.5mm in thickness and our narrow slitting line ensures that even the
narrowest widths are available.

Servosteel

Coil Recovery (through SCS)
For more information, please visit: www.servosteel.com/recovery

Our coil recovery line, the only one of its type within the
UK, offers our customers the opportunity to improve
the shape and surface condition of material that has
been received in poor condition and/or bought as
second choice. This in turn means that the true value
of the material can be realised and margins improved.
The process involves tension levelling to correct shape
and surface brushing to remove scale, without the need for
chemicals, acid or heat.
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